********** GENERAL STATE CALENDAR **********

HOUSE BILLS
SECOND READING

HB 1418 Phelan
Relating to disease prevention and preparedness information for emergency medical services personnel on certification or recertification.

HB 101 Canales / Rose / González, Jessica / Zedler / Murr / et al.
Relating to the creation of the criminal offense of false caller identification information display.

HB 88 Swanson
Relating to the order of candidate names on an election ballot.

HB 303 Paul
Relating to entities eligible to authorize the creation of a spaceport development corporation.

HB 374 Allen / Bowers / et al.
Relating to meetings or visits between a defendant on community supervision and a supervision officer.

HB 440 Murphy / Leach / Longoria
Relating to general obligation bonds issued by political subdivisions.

HB 678 Guillen / González, Mary
Relating to the public high school graduation credit requirements for a language other than English.

HB 785 Shaheen
Relating to the execution of a warrant issued for certain individuals who violate a condition of release on parole or to mandatory supervision.

HB 807 Larson
Relating to the state and regional water planning process.

HB 826 Zerwas / Coleman
Relating to the creation of the University of Houston College of Medicine at the University of Houston.

HB 1264 Thompson, Senfronia / Zerwas / Davis, Sarah / Howard / Johnson, Julie
Relating to pharmacist communications to prescribing practitioners regarding certain dispensed biological products.

HB 1067 Ashby
Relating to the omission of a deceased candidate from the ballot in certain elections.

HB 1588 Metcalf
Relating to the deadline for certain economic development corporations to file a certain report with the comptroller.

HB 1849 Klick
Relating to the possession and administration of epinephrine auto-injectors in day-care centers; limiting liability.
HB 405  Minjarez / Howard / Hinojosa / Ortega / Bell, Cecil / et al.
Relating to designating June as Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome Awareness Month.

HB 2179  Wray
Relating to the grounds for imposing certain sanctions on certain persons for engaging in certain conduct in connection with the appointment of members of or the functions of appraisal review boards.

HB 1385  King, Tracy O.
Relating to the regulation of industrialized housing and buildings.

HB 2223  Frullo
Relating to the exemption of certain commercial weighing or measuring devices from registration and inspection requirements.

HB 2243  Oliverson
Relating to the use of prescription asthma medicine on public and private school campuses.

********** RESOLUTIONS CALENDAR **********

HCR 42  Wu
Designating February 26 as Bone Marrow, Blood, and Organ Donation Registry Day for a 10-year period beginning in 2019.

HR 23  Miller
Expressing support for the strengthening of our partnership with Taiwan and for the expansion of Taiwan's role on the global stage.